Supramolecular Protein Assemblies Based on DNA Templates.
DNA plays an important role in the process of protein assembly. DNA viruses such as the M13 virus are typical examples in which single DNA genomes behave as templates to induce the assembly of multiple major coat protein (PVIII) monomers. Thus, the design of protein assemblies based on DNA templates attracts much interest in the construction of supramolecular structures and materials. With the development of DNA nanotechnology, precise 1D and 3D protein nanostructures have been designed and constructed by using DNA templates through DNA-protein interactions, protein-ligand interactions, and protein-adapter interactions. These DNA-templated protein assemblies show great potential in catalysis, medicine, light-responsive systems, drug delivery, and signal transduction. Herein, we review the progress on DNA-based protein nanostructures that possess sophisticated nanometer-sized structures with programmable shapes and stimuli-responsive parameters, and we present their great potential in the design of biomaterials and biodevices in the future.